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Nathan Smith: Dartmouth’s Medical Pioneer

Nathan Smith, born in 1762, is perhaps best known for founding four medical schools in New England. But how did this son of a land surveyor and midwife establish a successful career as a physician and founding father of American medical institutions? His success can be attributed to a combination of supportive parents, the right mentors, and his own scientific inclination, vision, and persistence.

Though born in Rehoboth, Massachusetts to John and Elizabeth Smith, Smith spent most of his childhood in Chester, Vermont. A tragic accident left the young Smith fatherless at the age of twelve when his father was struck by a falling tree. Since there is no record of any formal schooling during his childhood, Smith was educated at home by his moth-
er. It is unclear whether she educated him in the practice of midwifery, but it is certain that her own experiences in the field laid the foundation for her son's interest in medicine.

During his late teens and early twenties, Smith taught at a local school until he had the transformative experience of witnessing and participating in a leg amputation performed by newly-trained surgeon Josiah Goodhue, only three years senior to Smith. Later accounts of the event reveal a young Smith actively pursuing the practice of medicine. A witness of his work describes Smith's "unflinching steadiness of nerve," which allowed him to tie "the arteries...and did so without a tremor." Dr. Goodhue saw great promise in Smith's ability and interest and advised him to seek a more formal basic education from local reverend Samuel Whiting. After spending several months with Whiting, Smith was then apprenticed to Dr. Goodhue who taught him the practice of medicine.

By 1787, Smith had started his own practice in Cornish and Claremont, New Hampshire. After practicing for three years, Smith realized the limits of his medical knowledge and pursued advanced training at Harvard. In two years in Cambridge, Massachusetts, he completed his dissertation on "Spasm and Fevers," and became the fifth graduate of Harvard Medical School when he received his Bachelors in Medicine in 1790.

Smith next resumed his practice in Cornish, New Hampshire, and acquired apprentices of his own. Admiring and recognizing his genuine talent for teaching, Smith's students urged him to "procure a Library" so they could "commence the study of Physic" and "finish their education at Cambridge." Smith soon realized that in time, with much energy and persistence, he could provide his students with the most up-to-date and accurate medical knowledge without their ever needing to leave the state of New Hampshire. According to historians Oliver Hayward and Constance Putnam, "the idea that Smith might affiliate himself with an educational institution and then not need to send his students on to Harvard to 'finish their Education' seems to have occurred to him at least as soon as the mid 1790s." (Hayward 1998) He set his sights on the only institution nearby: Dartmouth College. In August 1796, he submitted a written proposal to the Dartmouth Board of Trustees requesting that he garner the College's fourth appointment to the professor-rank, giving him the means to teach medicine to students who would benefit from the merits of a formal degree. To demonstrate his own commitment and seriousness, Smith made clear to the Board that he would travel to Edinburgh, Scotland, at his own expense to study further and affirm his ability to take on the responsibility of a profession of medicine.

Dartmouth denied his proposal in 1796, indicating that it would revisit the idea the following year. Despite the discouraging news, Smith, still committed to the idea, pursued his studies in Edinburgh. Upon returning the following September, the proposal was accepted and Smith began teaching almost immediately. It was at this time, in November 1797, that Dartmouth Medical School came into existence, even though it was not formally sanctioned by the Board until their next annual meeting in August 1798. At that time, Smith was "unanimously chosen" as the medical professor. Though he did procure help in giving his lectures and keeping his laboratories, Smith was responsible for the oversight and teaching of everything from anatomy to "chemistry and material medica," and "the theory and practice of physik." Interestingly, all of this was done without the credentials of a Doctorate in medicine. Dartmouth eventually awarded him an M.D. in 1801.

Nathan Smith's presence at Dartmouth allowed the institution to take its place among several "firsts" in the New England medical community. At the behest of Smith, Dartmouth saw the completion of the construction of the first building in New England solely dedicated to medical school instruction. The building, opened in 1811, housed the first amphitheater in New England designed to teach students more effectively in the practice and mechanics of surgery. The state-of-the-art facilities allowed the
surgeon, was sought by many. Yale University was the first to put his talents to use. When he accepted Yale's invitation, he became one of the founders and first faculty members of its medical school. During his years there, his devotion to medical education intensified. In 1817, he “truly came into his own as a medical educator,” as teaching became the sole focus of his professional activities (Hayward 1998). Shortly after, Smith left Yale to take on the responsibility of nurturing the newly established medical schools at Bowdoin (the Medical School of Maine) and the University of Vermont. Beginning in 1821, he served as a lecturer at Bowdoin and occasionally at the University of Vermont. By 1827, he again decided to devote himself entirely to his teaching career at Yale until his death at the age of 66 on January 26, 1829.

Although most remembered as a founder and leader of medical education, Smith contributed significantly to the medical field at large. Indeed, he ushered in a new approach to the practice medicine and surgery, helping to protect the much challenged integrity of his profession. Smith worked against the prevailing “heroic” treatments, including blood-letting, purging, and vomiting, as the primary means of treating illness. He disapproved of these medical misconceptions and the largely unregulated numbers of untrained, free-lancing physicians and quackery. Consequently, he channeled his efforts into not only creating reputable medical schools but also replacing the “heroic practice of medicine” with “rational treatment” (Hayward 1962). Throughout his medical career, he emphasized diagnosis-specific treatment in which a disease would be accurately identified and the patient treated accordingly. This set the foundation for
the modern medical approach. He paid close attention to clinical results and carefully noted the failures of treatment, which were commonly left out to improve medical care. Similarly, his approach to patient care, providing comfort at a time when such needs were not even prioritized, led the way for “today’s emphasis on total care” and “good nursing” (Hayward 1998). When he practiced surgery, he upheld a conservative form of treatment. He acted by using keen and perspective techniques in assessing the needs of the patient and avoided amputation and drastic measures as much as possible. In addition, Nathan Smith pioneered surgical procedures in the fields of ophthalmology, cancer, and orthopedics. Perhaps even more importantly, he performed surgeries with “consistent success,” a rarity for his times (Hayward 1998).

With every improvement in patient care and surgery, Smith made sure to pass on such advancements to his students, the future generation of physicians. He found instruction to be as important as treating patients. His emphasis on clinical experience rather than theory was in fact ahead of his time, as was evident and most recognizable in his skillful ability to lecture. He used real life examples from his medical practice to illustrate the importance of careful patient examination in order to make an accurate diagnosis. He also enhanced learning for his students by advocating the need for certain medical equipment lacking in New England but necessary for proper medical education. The most notable advances ones were developing the first teaching surgical amphitheater in New England and advocating the legalization of cadaver use for the purpose of teaching anatomy.

Smith’s involvement with the law extended into other medical matters as well. In 1825, his expert testimony vindicated two Maine physicians charged with malpractice. In addition, to help ensure the future of his medical schools, Smith won financial support from both local governments and colleges to build these institutions.

“Nathan Smith, country doctor, famous surgeon, backwoods wit, educator four thousand doctors, builder of four medical schools, politician, friend of the famous and friend of the poor, himself penniless ...” (Hayward 1959). Certainly, Nathan Smith was a formidable man during his lifetime. He is most remembered by his lasting impact of founding four medical
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schools, three of which remain thriving medical institutions today. He made a profound effect beyond creating classrooms, as a leading, inspiring physician who brought a new perspective to medicine. He was unafraid to challenge the accepted and prescribed methods of his day, thereby helping to lay the foundation for modern medical practices.
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